USS Sharikahr Mission #326

Space…the ultimate battleground. These are the adventures of the Sharikahr and her crew of rebels in their struggle to survive, fight and overcome, against all odds, the obstacles that this cruel and vicious universe put in front of them.
During last mission the Sharikahr attacked with success an Alliance convoy carrying food and medicinal. But, after the rebels weakened the convoy's defenses and destroyed three cargo ships in the process, Captain Savar chose to pursue a small fighter that was escaping away.
When the fighter's crew realized they had no chance to escape they dropped out of warp, and killed themselves.  Only two Klingons remain alive.
Now an Away Team has been dispatched to the small ship. Once they enter the fighter, their mission will be to discover what it is carrying, why the crew tried such a desperate to escape and relay the news back to the Sharikahr.
That is, if they survive.
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= /\ = /\ = Begin Mission = /\ = /\ =
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::sitting in the Luna, looking out the view screen at the fighter::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: Sin, I need you to do your voodoo with the sensors please. I need to know if the reactors on that ship are stable and where the remaining goons are before we go in.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Checking a bandage on a patients leg, making sure the wound is closed::
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Leans against the wall of the TL on his way to the bridge.::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::occupies a seat near to that of Millicent, and toys with the disruptor he carries with him::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Nods, not so certain about the voodoo.  Finishing her scan, she looks over.::  OPS: The two Klingons are still alive, but immobile in one area of the ship.  I am still unable to get a complete scan, something is blocking.
CEO_Harris says:
::fixing the damage in Main Engineering::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::checks the charge in her disruptor and makes sure her secondary weapons are easy to access::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Glances around at who is left on the Bridge ::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: Where are the two Klingons at exactly?
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Tosses the bloody bandage in a trash bin, and puts on a clean one::
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Stumbles a little as he exits the TL, heading for his station.::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Turns on the interior communications::  *CEO*: How are those repairs coming, chief?
CEO_Harris says:
*CO*: Repairing is going fast I have my crew working on it as fast as i can.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@OPS: Toward the back of the ship... close to engineering and I believe their cargo bay.
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Eyes the helmsman, clearly still not at his best.  With his Vulcan strength, he grabs the collar of the man's clothes and "helps" him towards the helm station ::  FCO: Where have you been?
FCO_Cartwright says:
Capt: I was in bed, my alarm didn't go off.
Host Captain_Savar says:
FCO: In your bed.  Well, I hope your bed keeps you safe when the Klingons attack, and you happen to sleep in.
FCO_Cartwright says:
CO: They're attacking again?
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::smirks slightly, glances briefly towards Millicent, and then turns his attention back to securing his disruptor::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::focuses on the emotions of the Away Team, but senses nothing but attention to duty and a little tension::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: His eyes narrow ::  FCO: We raided another convoy.  And now I'd like to go back and pick up what we can.  Do you think you're sufficiently coherent to do so, or should I find someone else who can manage to fly a ship?
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Finishes up in blood bay, takes off bloody apron, and heads out::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::catches Donavin's eye::
FCO_Cartwright says:
Capt: I can fly, I'm good.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@ALL: OK, here's the plan, people. My crew Lefty and Mac are staying with the Luna to operate it. We beam stun grenades in set to go off as soon as they arrive on top of the Klingons. Then I beam Rogers and Arinoch in to secure engineering. You two secure the Klingons. Sin and I will beam onto the bridge and secure it and the computers. Questions?
Host Captain_Savar says:
FCO: That's "I'm good, Captain" for you.  We are going now.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Heads down the corridor and grabs the turbo lift::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@CIV: How's your arm?

INFO: Sensors indicate the10 ships of the convoy have entered warp and it is escaping, moving toward the Alliance armed force. Other two ships damaged by the fight are being left behind to fend for themselves.

Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Looks towards tactical ::  Tac: Status of shields and weapons?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Says nothing, but is obviously prepared::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@OPS: I'm okay with the plan.
FCO_Cartwright says:
Capt: Whatever you say, chief.
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Slumps into his seat and tries to focus the buttons into one set.::
Host Captain_Savar says:
<TAC_Wolf> CO: Shields to full, Captain!  :: Snarls, feeling the battle lust ::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::smirks slightly, letting it slip mentally for Millicent that it's not entirely killing him:: OPS: It'd be more fun if we just finished what they started. Clearly their transporter doesn't have enough power to beam out the remaining two.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Walks out onto the bridge, and notices hope empty it looks::
Host Captain_Savar says:
FCO: Warp to the convoy, and drop us out on top of them.  TAC: Weapons at DISABLING strength this time, Wolf...
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Engages warp, hoping he got the settings right.::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CIV: Savar will want to talk to breathing Klingons. I want to take the ship and the prisoners, as well as what they have, in once piece. Once the ship is secure we take it and the Luna and rendesvous with the Shari. That's the mission.

ACTION: The Shari enters warp and starts pursuing the convoy. Time to interception with the damaged ships is 20 MINUTES; time to reach the convoy is 30 minutes.

CMO_Shakes says:
CO: So, where did everyone disappear too. sir.
CIV_Arinoch says:
@OPS: Pity. I thought we came for a fight.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: Sin, can you lock the transporters on the coordinates of the two Klingons please?
Host Captain_Savar says:
CMO: I sent a team over to investigate the ship we chased down... we need to get those supples.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@CIV: There'll be all the fight we want subduing live Klingons
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Rubs his eyes a bit.::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: For a moment, her fingers hover, then she lightly taps the console commands.  After a moment, she shakes her head::  OPS: Negative.
CMO_Shakes says:
CO: We do, I am in need to medical supplies desperately.  I've seen enough blood today though.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: So whatever is preventing your scans is blocking transporters also?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ OPS: So it would seem.
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::just smirks, glaring coldly at the console in front of him, and brings the transporter online:: OPS: How many torpedoes does this bucket carry?
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: sighs ::  CMO: These raids are getting tougher...
FCO_Cartwright says:
::blinks his eyes at the CMO, just noticing her arrival.:: CMO: Got anything for a hangover?
OPS_Hembrook says:
@ALL: I guess we do it the hard way then. CSO: How close can you beam us to them?
CMO_Shakes says:
FCO: Nothing you could handle.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Speaks quietly:: CO: we  lost two today, and another just hanging in there
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Shrugs and mumbles something under his breath.::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CIV: None you will be using.
CMO_Shakes says:
FCO: I would recommend eating something, might help a bit with the lack of energy.
Host Captain_Savar says:
::Quietly ::  CMO: I fear it is just the beginning... especially if the final plan goes forward as expected.  Who did we lose?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@OPS: Uncertain without trying.  It might be wiser to go through the docking door.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@CIV: She's just determined not to let you have any fun. ::grins::
FCO_Cartwright says:
CMO: I'll take a cheeseburger, no onions.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: I was afraid you were going to say that. ::sighs:: All right, we dock and go the old Irish way. ::Starts moving the Luna in to dock:: CSO: Can you scan the airlock for any explosives or traps at least?
CMO_Shakes says:
CO: Well, 2 engineers, looks like a plasma leak did them both in.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ OPS: I am not... reading any.
FCO_Cartwright says:
CO: 5 minutes to the crappy ships.
CMO_Shakes says:
FCO: Fresh out, I’m sure a ration pack will be just as pleasurable
FCO_Cartwright says:
CMO: I'll take two then.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Brings the Luna into a hard dock with the fighter:: Mac: Mac, break out the respirators and hand them out.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Smiles:: FCO: Do I look like a maid? Run and get a few.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@<Mac> ::Opens a locker and passes out respirators to the Away Team::
Host Captain_Savar says:
FCO: Make it quick.  We should arrive soon....
FCO_Cartwright says:
CMO: Who is going to fly the damn ship? Get me a ration pack woman!

@ACTION: The Luna docks and with a clang the two airlocks are connected although still closed.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Accepting the respirator, she slips it over her face.::
CMO_Shakes says:
FCO: Bring back a few extra will ya.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::takes the respirator and puts it on::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@ALL: OK, same basic plan... Rogers and Arinoch head for the Klingons and engineering, Sin and I head for the bridge and computers. Stay sharp and scan ahead look for booby traps and don't be shy with the stun grenades, they won't hurt anything.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Puts on her respirator and gets her stun grenades and assault gear::
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Resumes flying the ship.::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::puts on his as well, then steps out ahead of Millicent, as is the custom::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Steps the few steps towards the helm and grabs his helmsman again:: FCO: If you can't fly, I certainly can find someone else who will.  And you will have no more use for me on this ship.... am I clear?
OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Takes position at the side of the airlock, disruptor ready and opens the Luna hatch::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: takes a position behind Hembrook::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::steps out behind Arinoch, readying her disruptor::
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Narrows his eyes at the Captain.:: CO: I can fly it just fine, now take your hands off of me or we are going to fly right into the damaged ships that are just a few clicks away!
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Emotionlessly drops the man::
CMO_Shakes says:
CO: Did you try to send him away cause he annoys you, or you wanted something to eat too? ::Smiles::  Any word on the away team?
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: I'll lead, you scan and back me up Sin. ::Opens the fighter hatch and tosses in a stun grenade and waits for it to go off, disruptor ready, taking cover behind the hatchway:: ALL: Fire in the hole!

@ACTION: The Hideki's airlock is not locked and opens with a hiss. The room immediately behind is dimply lighted just by a few red lights close to the floor. The stun grenade goes boom.

Host Captain_Savar says:
CMO: Nothing.  You might want to brace yourself as we come upon the damaged cargo ships....
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Resumes making adjustments. Muttering something about a jackass as he does.::

ACTION: The damaged ships are in weapons range.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Weapon in hand, she stays close to the ships wall, not far from Hembrook::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Charges in, sweeping the area with her flashlight and disruptor, looking for targets::
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Takes a seat, taking a small ration pack from her coat and tossing it on the captains chair:: CO: You left without eating this morning, I predict you will be here till it’s over, so I suggest having a bite.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Gives a hand signal to Sin and starts forward to the bridge, flashlight and weapon ready, moving slow and quiet::
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Feels a little woozy from the CO's slinging him around.::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Quietly following, her sensitive eyes showing her what she needs.  Listens as they go.::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::nods at Arinoch, motioning for him to get moving::

@ACTION: as soon as the last of the AT passes through it, the Hideki's airlock automatically shuts down and locks itself.

Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Shakes his head lightly to the CMO :: CMO: I'm feeling fine.  Make sure those get to who needs them.

@ACTION: Suddenly all lights turn off and the Hideki's emergency lights start flashing.

CIV_Arinoch says:
@::casts a glance at Millie, then starts in the direction of the engine room, eyes following his disruptor::
CEO_Harris says:
::still in Main Engineering working put up new console repair all the damage glass and broken consoles::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: You reading anything different now?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ ::using her tricorder in combination of her senses, she stays close to the wall.  After a moment, she pockets it:: OPS: Useless.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::takes out a tricorder and begins scanning ahead of them::

@ACTION: Arinoch reaches the engines room. It is open and three Klingon corpses are in it.

FCO_Cartwright says:
::Covers his mouth for some reason.::
Host Captain_Savar says:
<TAC_Wolf> CO: Coming upon convoy now.... FCO: Drop us from warp!  :: Fires upon the closest cargo ship, picking at their weapons ports ::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: Of course it is... stay close. ::winks and continues forward to the bridge area, checking any compartments they pass and putting stun grenades into any large enough to hide anyone before they enter them::
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Drops the ship out of warp.::
CMO_Shakes says:
CO: Maybe I am this crew’s mother after all. :: Braces herself::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::looks disgusted at the useless tricorder::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: On silent feet, she follows, staying close to the wall.::

ACTION: The Shari's disruptor hit the convoy ship, battering its shields down. The ship tries to return fire with all they have got. but with little effect, apart from a bit of shaking.

CIV_Arinoch says:
@::gives the room a cursory glance, eyes seeming to look for a crack in the bulkhead... shoulders his disruptor, pulls out a stun grenade and tosses it in amongst the corpses::
FCO_Cartwright says:
CO/CMO: For what its worth, I'm sorry.

@ACTION: The stun grenade goes out, but nothing happens apart from the loud explosion.

Host Captain_Savar says:
FCO: Sorry waits for later. Evasive pattern six.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::stands flat against the wall outside the engine room waiting for Donavin's all clear::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@XO: At least we won't be surprised. Shall we?

@ACTION: OPS and the rest of the AT are on the bridge...the rest of the Klingons remains are there. The consoles are still working.

FCO_Cartwright says:
::Executes the CO's order, at least he hopes its the right pattern.::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@CIV: We shall
Host Captain_Savar says:
<TAC_Wolf> :: Fires again, as quick as the disruptors can recharge ::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Tosses in a stun grenade just to be sure, waits for it to go off, then moves through the area checking for hidden foes::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: stepping over a body, heads for the main console and begins to try accessing the data there.::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::steps through the doorway, and scans for a semi-working console::

ACTION: One ship is completely disabled from the Shari's fire, the other tries to escape and put some distance. Sensors indicate they are running their engines beyond safety limits.

CMO_Shakes says:
:: Watches the screen in front of her::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::enters behind him looking around carefully::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@*XO*: Hembrook to Rogers, Bridge is secured.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@:: noting the systems locked, believes she can quickly get through it.  Slipping a chip from her pocket she inserts it and types in a few commands::

@ACTION: In main engineering all the consoles are locked. CIV notices a small door, locked from the outside right behind one of the consoles.

FCO_Cartwright says:
Out Loud: I need to quit drinking.

@ACTION: Nothing happens after the CSO action. Apparently someone used different codes.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: After a moment, she slips it back into her pocket and notes there is a program running.  Carefully she tries to locate it and its purpose.::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::gets an idea, and that all too familiar look in his eye:: XO: Give me your tricorder.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@*OPS*: Engineering looks deserted. We've just found a locked door. We are going to check it out?
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::hands over the tricorder and focuses her mind on the door attempting to sense if any living beings are behind it::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Checks the sensors ... the one leaving has food ::  FCO: Pursue.  TAC: Try to disable that one.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@*XO*: I'd use lots of caution, this seems to be a touchy situation. We are trying to get some answers out of the computers up here, but it looks like the consoles are locked up right now.
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Makes the adjustment to pursue at max speed.::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@::Quietly:: OPS: We have 20 minutes before the ship self destructs.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@*OPS*: We've encountered the same here and we will be cautious
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Clicks on the communications and calls down to the transporter room ::  *Varn*: Mister Varn.  Stand by with stun grenades to disable the ship's crew... and then start beaming off cargo at once.
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Quickly pulls a cigarette from his shirt pocket and lights it.::

ACTION: Leaving the other ship behind, the Shari continues pursuing.

CMO_Shakes says:
:: Shutters at the name Varn, but keeps quiet::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@*XO*: be advised Sin says we have 20 minutes before the ship self destructs, so let's see if we can either stop that or make our stay very brief.
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::steps over to one of the consoles, and starts to work on the tricorder, rigging a sort of haphazard connection:: XO: Cardassian security. In the old days I called it a challenge.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: Any chance of us shutting that down Sin?
Host Captain_Savar says:
<Varn>:: Nods, and then realizes the Captain can't see him :: *CO*: Right away, Captain.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: discovering it will take her time to do a simple access, she moves quietly about, searching for a 'key'::
FCO_Cartwright says:
CO: Another 5 minutes and we'll over take them, Chief.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@*OPS*: It took us about five minutes to reach here so I would say to give ourselves five to ten and then get the hell out of here.
Host Captain_Savar says:
<TAC_Wolf> :: As the Sharikahr creeps up onto the other ship, he starts to let loose with their weapons, targeting their shields and trying to shear off their engines ::
Host XO_Rogers says:
CIV: We have a problem. The ship is going to blow in twenty minutes.
CMO_Shakes says:
CO: For our sake, I hope Varn doesn't "misplace" anything this time.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@*XO*: Roger that, I'll have my boys get working on the airlock hatch. *Mac*: Mac, you and Lefty get the torches out and cut that airlock hatch out of the way, we need to be leaving in 15 minutes.
CEO_Harris says:
*CO*: repairs are going good sir.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ OPS: There is nothing here we can do.
FCO_Cartwright says:
CMO: If he does, I'll strap him to the top of the ship as a hood ornament.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@<Mac> *OPS*: You got it Boss. ::Gets out plasma torches and he and Lefty start cutting on the Cardassian airlock hatch::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ OPS: I would like to search the ship further in the short time we have.

ACTION: The second cargo ship is now again in weapons range.

CIV_Arinoch says:
@::nods once, and sets it on the console:: XO: Keep an eye on that. I think it's play time. ::smirks::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: Can you download anything from the computer? Or is that locked up too?
Host XO_Rogers says:
CIV: Ok, hurry
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ OPS: It is locked.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ OPS: I will be quick...:: Slips out of the room and heads for the captains quarters.::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::adjusts the setting on his disruptor, and just... winks:: XO: Hurrying kills people. ::finds a hinge in the doorway, and fires::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@CSO: Meet me at the cargo bays then. Be careful. ::heads for the cargo bays::
CMO_Shakes says:
FCO: You just don’t want him to drop a case of booze again. I swear I saw you on the deck with a straw trying to get some.  Concentrate on the flying, and stop eaves dropping.

@ACTION: The door opens revealing a small empty room behind, two Klingons, male and female, are chained to the distant wall. They wear black uniforms, similar to Alliance's ones, but, simpler, more utilitarian.
@ACTION: The Klingons raise their face at the noise of the door opening; their bruises show that they have been both badly battered.

Host Captain_Savar says:
<TAC_Wolf> :: fires again at the cargo ship ::
Host XO_Rogers says:
*OPS*: We've found what appears to be two Klingon prisoners
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Arriving at the captains quarters, pulls out her phaser and fires and the locking mechanism.::

ACTION: Once again the cargo ship puny ships cannot withstand the power of an Alliance cruiser. Its shields and engines are disabled.

FCO_Cartwright says:
CMO: Not my fault I was born with superior hearing to most.
Host XO_Rogers says:
@CIV: I say we get them up and get them to the airlock
OPS_Hembrook says:
@*XO*: Roger that, I'm heading for the cargo bays now. Can you handle them?
Host Captain_Savar says:
*Varn*: Now, start beaming out that cargo!

@ACTION: The Captain's quarter’s door opens, revealing just a bunk and a small table, nothing else of value is in there.

Host Captain_Savar says:
CMO: Shakes, would you mind going down to the cargo bay and inspecting our... find?
Host XO_Rogers says:
@*OPS*: I believe so. We are heading to the airlock with the two.
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::raises an eyebrow just a little:: XO: I say take what we can and let them go with the ship. Like we need more of them walking the corridors.
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Sends Varn a message to stash his usual order.::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Quickly enters and checks the room over, starting with the bunk bed.::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@*XO*: Good plan. If you see anything Harris might like in engineering bring it along, might as well get something out of this trip.

ACTION: The Shari's transporters start beaming the food in the cargo bay.

CMO_Shakes says:
FCO: Or the large chip on your shoulder? Or being a constant alcoholic? Stop blaming everyone but yourself.
Host XO_Rogers says:
CIV: The Captain wants them live and we need to earn his trust.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Keeping track of the time, she does not waste too much time.::
CMO_Shakes says:
CO: Yes Savar. :: Nods and starts off the bridge::
FCO_Cartwright says:
CMO: I'm not an alcoholic, they go to meetings, I'm a drunk. And I'm not always drunk.
Host XO_Rogers says:
Klingon Prisoners: Can you understand me?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Finding nothing, she considers a moment and then heads out, picturing in her mind where the computer core would be located and heading there.::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Tries to enter the ship's cargo bay::

@ACTION: The two Klingons slump on the ground when freed from the chains, they seem too feeble to oppose any resistance.

Host XO_Rogers says:
CIV: Come on
Host Mirror_Enrico says:
@<Klingon_Female>: XO: I am Rotak of the Klingon Defense Force, this is my aide K'roth.
Host Mirror_Enrico says:
@Visual: The ship's cargo bay is filled with crates. The crates are all sealed and have “KDF” in Klingon characters stamped on them right below the Klingon emblem.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Heads down the corridor towards the turbo lift::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::looks from Rogers to the Klingons, and lets the thought slip to just bean them and sort it out later... conscious is still alive::
Host XO_Rogers says:
@::gets the female up as best she can, supporting her:: Klingon Female: Can you disable the self-destruct?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: finding what she is looking for, she quickly discovers there is little she can do here with the remaining time.  As an afterthought, she opens the computer and pockets a few of the data crystals before heading out.::
Host Mirror_Enrico says:
@<Rotak>: XO: This is not my ship, this is not my place.
FCO_Cartwright says:
::Sends a message to Varn to warn him that the CMO is coming and he needs to work fast.::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: She then begins her search again, wondering if the others have had any luck in their search::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Opens one of the crates to check the contents::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::tilts his head a degree to the side:: XO: Scramblers. Figures.

@ACTION: The rebels blowtorches are able to open the locks on the hideki’s airlock. The airlock opens.
@INFO: The crates contain a set of parts, mechanical and electronic that you have never seen before.

Host XO_Rogers says:
Rotak: Fine you are coming with us. My aide has a disruptor on you both. Any sign of a double cross and you'll both be dead before you hit the deck
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ *All*: We are running out of time.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Walks into the storage bay:: Varn: What were we able to beam over?
Host XO_Rogers says:
*CSO*: We are heading your way with the Klingons
Host Mirror_Enrico says:
@<Rotak>::nods and does not oppose any resistance::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: waits for word that their theft is complete and that they can head back to the other ship and get what they can ::
OPS_Hembrook says:
@*ALL*: We have some good loot in the cargo bay, electrical and mechanical parts I've never seen before. Get here and let's get this stuff out of here.
CEO_Harris says:
::fixing and repairing wiring in the small console around Main Engineering::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Pauses, then with a shake of her head, continues back to the airlock.::

@ACTION: CIV and XO make it to the airlock with the Klingons.

OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Grabs one of the crates of electrical parts and heads for the Luna::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Arriving just after the other two, stares at the backs of the Klingons.::  XO: We must leave now.
FCO_Cartwright says:
CO: You know, I'd probably drink less if I didn't feel driven to it on this ship. Between you and the Doc, I feel like I'm under too much pressure to be perfect.

@ACTION: A speaker on the ship starts counting in Klingon, 60...59...58

OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Breaks into a run and heads for the airlock::
Host XO_Rogers says:
CSO: Let’s get on and go ::gets on the Luna::
Host Captain_Savar says:
FCO: I demand a high level from those under me.  If you are unwilling to do so, I can find you another assignment.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Glances back at the interior of the ship, curious if Hembrook will make it in time.::
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::follows, and takes up a position at the flight console, already starting the preflight::
FCO_Cartwright says:
CO: As much as you want to believe this is the military, Chief, I'm the best you can get and this isn't the military.

@ACTION: All the Away Team is on the Luna, and finally OPS dives in.

OPS_Hembrook says:
@::Runs into the Luna with her crate:: ALL: Let's get out of here! Shields to full and maximum warp once we undock!
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: Ignoring the pair of Klingons, takes the helm and prepares for departure.::
CMO_Shakes says:
Varn: Varn! Again, what did we get?
Host XO_Rogers says:
CIV/CSO: Get us out of here!
CSO_So`tsoh says:
@ :: At OPS’ cry, activates the shields and takes the ship out.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@<Mac> ::Undocks the ship, points it away from the fighter, engages maximum warp and raises shields to full::

@ACTION: The Luna leaves the Klingon ship and puts shields up....they are one kilometer away when the Hideki explodes. The shockwave soon envelops them.

Host XO_Rogers says:
::secures the Klingons aboard the Luna::
Host Captain_Savar says:
<Varn> CMO: Still looking through things, ma'am.... Quite the amount though.

ACTION: The Shari heads for the remaining cargo ship.

CMO_Shakes says:
*CO*: Looks like a good haul sir.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@ALL: Excellent job folks... now let's see what we have here... ::Opens the crate to look the parts over:: CSO: Sin, contact the ship and tell them what we found.
Host XO_Rogers says:
OPS: We also have two prisoners secured.
OPS_Hembrook says:
@*XO*: Nice job.

@ACTION: The Luna is seriously hit by the shockwave, its shield overpowered. All of a sudden all systems break down, only minimal life support remains. CSO and OPS hit their heads on the bulkheads and are knocked unconscious.

@::curses:: CIV: get the com working and get a message to the Shari
CIV_Arinoch says:
@::moves to a secondary console and tries to coax a response from it::

= /\ = /\ = End Mission = /\ = /\ =
Time lapse is 10 minutes
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